ALFONSO MARINA SPRING 2021 COLLECTION
HIGH POINT MARKET, JUNE.
This spring Alfonso Marina introduces 23 new products. An eclectic mix of Danish and French
50´s upholstery, seating, tables, consoles and cabinets. In this Collection we will see more
metal, leather and textures.
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LE MANS SOFA & CHAIR
This classical beauty is upholstered with the finest chenille fabric and lined with high grade
memory foam for optimum comfort and support. Clean lines adorn the structure of the Le
Mans family, allowing for versatile configurations within any space no matter the decoration.
VARESSE SOFA & CHAIR
Made to be reorganized and combined as needed, the Varasse family proves that variability
is strength. It’s strong wooden base with a modern finish, feather pillows and chenille
upholstery pay an homage to the art of comfort and design.
BANS SOFA
Inspired by the elegance and simplicity of Danish design, the Bans Sofa is the perfect addition
to any home. Made from beech wood, its seat and back are double caned woven contrasting
with the soft cushions. With a lateral table built into the seating structure, it makes
decorating the space stylish and functional.
ASTRUP CHAIR
Danish 50’s inspired chair, with “x” shaped legs, beech wood frame and saddle leather seat
and back.
DIZIER CHAIR
The Dizier armchair is a sight to see. The seat and back are but one piece, molded and
covered in saddle leather to achieve an elegant and timeless finish.
BRUZ CHAIR
The Bruz armchair marries comfort and design with its beech wood frame, suspended seat,
feather pillows for back and arms support and cozy down upholstery.

RHONE BAR STOOL
The Rhone bar stool takes elegance to new heights with its sleek beech wood frame, foam
and down upholsted seat and double caned woven back. This mid 20th Century beauty is a
welcome addition to any space.
ÉTIENNE COCKTAIL TABLE
The Etienne Cocktail Table has an iron base with rustic detailing. It’s distinct look is achieved
by placing the lateral and frontal crossbars at different heights and is covered by a sleek glass
table top.
ROCHELLE LAMP TABLE
The Rochelle Lamp Table has a geometric base which leads to an symmetrical beech wood
table top. The design is simple but stands out due to the detailing on molding on the table
top and sleekness of the base.
HASLEV LAMP TABLE
Its primavera wood table top is joined with an iron shelf, huacanastle veneer and pristine
iron detailing throughout the piece.
ARLÖV AUXILIARY TABLE
The unique Arlov Auxiliary Table, made from primavera wood, boasts a triangular geometric
design. Inspired by 50’s Danish design, this authentic piece is the perfect auxiliary table.
BELFORT AUXILIARY TABLE
The Belfort nido tables, inspired by the French 50’s, are made to nest within each other in an
elegant and calculated manner. Made from both primavera and beech wood, these tables
are united by unique antiqued brass detailing combining sophistication and practicality.
VAGNEY CONSOLE & SIDEBOARD
The Vagney Console stands on three unique wooden legs and supports an asymmetrical table
top. The finish on the top is smoothed to look reflective but not completely flat, giving an
organic and polished look.
KAPELLE CHEST
This design is inspired in XVIII century mirrors with molded brass details, it is adapted to fit
modern spaces. Its structure is made from beech wood and the primavera wood veneers
accentuate the drawers of the Kapelle Commode, creating a visual kaleidoscopic finish.
ASSON CHEST
The doors of the Asson Chest are made with many little pieces placed to form a unique
textured pattern. Lined with brass detailing atop the primavera wood, this awe inspiring
piece stands on six legs with that have matching brass bases.

BRESSE ARMOIRE
Intricate moldings adorn the double doors of the Bresse Armoire and are interrupted by
clean horizontal lines. The central piece can be made in both brass and iron depending on
the finish of your choosing. This piece is supported by Danish inspired, hand turned legs.
MERANO ARMOIRE
This monumental beauty has an impactful first impression with rectangular primavera wood
moldings on its double doors. Inside the Merano armoire you will find fine crafted drawers
and shelves with brass detailing, all the makings for the perfect cabinet.
RODA DINING TABLE
The mix of primavera wood and metal give the Roda dining table a structured appearance.
Its table top is supported by brass anchors that feed into a rectangular wooden base.
LIMOGE WRITING TABLE
Its blackened metal and leather table top create a smooth surface complete with a central
drawer; and its hand spun primavera wood legs stand firm at the base of this unique dark
beauty.
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